
Spellings and English



Spelling - prefixes

re-

pre-



1) Rule 18: Explanation

Prefixes are added to the start of a root 

word.unplug       antisocial submarine

reclaim       disapprove preview 

automatic       semicircle

un: not / reversal       anti: against

sub: below / nearly       re: again

dis: removal / not      pre: before in time

auto: by itself       semi: half / partly

How do these prefixes change the meaning?



Add the prefix un, pre, 

re or dis to these root 

words. Some can use 

more than one prefix!

tied

like

write

agree

paid

use

cook

appear

important

play

friendly

view

allow

start

soak



Learning Intentions

Genre – a persuasive letter.

Grammar – coordinating clauses and 

subordinating clauses, plurals and 

apostrophe for possession.

Spelling – pre, re and de prefix



Task 

 Imagine you are Hogarth. You have been asked 

to write a letter to all of the farmers to persuade 

them to help trap the iron man.



What have we written so far?

 The address

 The date

 The greeting

 The introduction

 The plan

Arrangements – times, meeting places, what to 
bring

Reasons why this is important – be persuasive! 
Consequences if they don’t help!

What do we need to write next?

A concluding paragraph.



Editing your writing ready for 

publishing!

1. Read the whole of your writing aloud to check that it makes sense and that you 
have not missed any words or punctuation.

2. Check each sentence. Check it has a capital letter and the correct end of 
sentence punctuation.

3. Check that you have used:

 Capital letters for proper nouns

 The correct determiners a or an (a spade, an iron man)

 Apostrophes for omission and possession

 Short sentences for impact

 Compound and complex sentences for including detail.

4. Check your spellings. 

Use a dictionary to help you or talk your spelling through with an adult


